CONTAIN YOURSELF!

Remote Site Spill Prevention
Inspectors are increasingly requesting operators to provide secondary containment around fuel drums
and other bulk fuel storage sites. New regulations also often require spill prevention equipment in fuel
transfer areas.
Heavy fines and work stoppages may result from non-compliance with regulations in your area.
Implementing a spill prevention plan as well as owning the proper spill prevention equipment is your
low-cost insurance against environmental penalties and even more costly spills.
SEI Industries can help operators meet these challenges with its diverse range of spill prevention
equipment. Choose from one the SEI’s off-the-shelf standard products or let SEI design a custom
solution to meet your specific needs.

Environmental Protection Solutions
by SEI Industries Ltd.
INSTA-BERM
The portable, rapid deployable Insta-Berm comes in a variety of styles and is
used for secondary containment of hazardous materials. Collapsible static and
drive-over models provide complete site protection with little site preparation
and can be removed instantly with minimal environmental disturbance.

DRIP DEFENDER
Launch a pre-emptive strike against drips!
Before your workspace gets
irreversibly contaminated, use the best precaution available by deploying a Drip
Defender from SEI Industries.
Made of rugged Chem-Shield™ material and
designed to take a standard-size absorbent pad, the Drip Defender catches oils
and chemicals from under vehicles, machinery or anywhere else leaks happen.

RAINDRAIN
The RainDrain ensures that your Insta-Berm is always ready to contain large
spills of hazardous materials by permitting continuous, unmanned gravity
drainage of rain water from fuel containment berms. The unit’s filter will trap
hydrocarbons and shut down automatically when it is full. The RainDrain’s
easily removable cartridges can be safely incinerated.

Environmental Protection Solutions
by SEI Industries Ltd.
RIDE-SIDE BERM
Simply drive in and out of this unique secondary containment berm. The RideSide berm is perfect for preventing spills in fuel transferring areas, washing
or decontaminating vehicles, or as temporary secondary containment around
stationary tanker trucks. It’s made from the same tough chemical-resistant fabric
as our traditional-style berms – rugged enough for even the harshest terrain.

MINI-BERM
Spills, leaks, and drips can show up just about anywhere but so can the MiniBerm. It’s compact enough to fit into tight spaces, yet still built to the toughest
specifications, using our rugged chemical-resistant fabrics. Put a Mini-Berm
under valves, fittings, trucks or machinery for fail-safe containment.

FUEL TRANSFER SITE CHECKLIST

A: Insta-Berm™
B: Terra Tank™
C: RainDrain™
D: Fuel-Easy™
E: Transfer Pump System
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